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THE PRACTICE OF ARCHITECTURE
by
Husam Akoud
The practice of value engineering has become a significant factor in the
construction industry during the past five decades. To value engineer a product or
an item is to examine carefully its components in relation to their respective
performance. Alternatives are generated to enhance functionality and reduce cost.
Techniques and methods have been developed to assist in performing a
value engineering study that has a substantial impact on the final product, whether
an item in a system or a building component. The different phases of value
engineering are the INFORMATION, SPECULATIVE, ANALYTICAL and
PROPOSAL PHASES. Each phase has its unique techniques which provide a
useful tool for the value engineering team in performing a comprehensive study.
Value engineering in architecture represents a radical change from the
traditional method of practicing design. Value engineering techniques offer a
plateau for better built environments. It helps to scientifically criticize and examine
the functionality and performance of different building types, elements and systems
in relation to quality versus cost.
VALUE ENGINEERING
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Money has been used throughout history in many forms for the exchange of goods,
services or commodities. Its forms of use include stones, ivory, wampum beads,
tobacco, furs and dried fish. Money does not, however, rely on its intrinsic
commodity value. It is only the implication of representing value that gives money
its significance. This provides a basis for manufacturers and suppliers to change
quality. It has also allowed for the concept of a one to one relationship between
quality and price; common since the industrial revolution. In recent decades, this
has helped supply markets with plentiful products at lower prices via mass
production. This has provided the current basis for the rethinking of how value
relates to quality.
Now, with the development of the information age, the relationship has
become more complex. New terminologies and concepts in business drive today's
economics and impose a complex set of constraints on architectural practice.
Architecture as a collaboration of many different issues of physical environment and
economic aspects, faces a difficult existence. The recent demand for better quality
buildings at lower prices has become an important factor in most transactions of
building design and construction.
However, the current value and quality interrelationship requires a broader
understanding of constructional, economic and social value issues, as seen in the
American heritage Dictionary definition of value:
Value (noun):
1. An amount, as of goods, services, or money, considered to be a fair and
suitable equivalent for something else; a fair price or return.
2. Monetary or material worth: the fluctuating value of gold and silver.
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3. A principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable.
4. Mathematics. An assigned or calculated numerical quantity.
Value (verb):
1. To determine or estimate the worth or value of; appraise.2. To rate according
to relative estimate of worth or desirability; evaluate.
3. To assign a value to ....
The introduction of the systematic approach of value engineering came from
an engineer called, Lawrence D. Miles, who was working for General Electric.
L.D. Miles has developed what is known as "function thinking" in the year 1947. It
was then called Value Analysis until 1953 when he was invited to make a
presentation to the US Bureau of Ships and for their purposes it had to be called
Value Engineering/Management. The addition of the word management widens the
scope of the value analysis, engineering, management technique in developing a
decision making model that caters for the various variables affecting the design and
construction processes.
According to the American Heritage Dictionary the word management is
defined as:
1. The act, manner, or practice of managing; handling, supervision, or control.
2. The person or persons who control or direct a business or other enterprise.
3. Skill in managing; executive ability.
The definition offered by the Society of American Value Engineers is:
"Value Engineering is the systematic application of recognized techniques
which identify the function of a product or service, establish a monetary value
for that function, and provide the necessary function reliably at the lowest
overall cost."
Another definition is provided by J. Jerry Kaufman in an article published in Ekistics
May 1989, "An organized effort directed at analyzing the functions of goods
or services to achieve those necessary functions and essential
characteristics in the most profitable manner."
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The classical method of value engineering for architects is between nodes
of the design process. This method is simple and straightforward but the results are
not always optimum. The client reviews the design after each phase and conveys
his remarks, which may or may not contain concerns of cost, durability or function.
The technical knowhow of architects is important to reflect the strengths and
weaknesses of the proposals and suggestions made by the client. Nowadays clients
tend to be more sophisticated and demand high quality at the lowest prices possible
which compel architects to differently approach the design problem. This means
that architects are obliged to take command of some techniques that can help them
achieve their clients goals with regard to value and cost.
The value engineering approach in essence is a decision making system
which foster the elimination of unnecessary elements or functions from a project
without decreasing its functional, qualitative or aesthetics value.
The functional thinking of value engineering with its two folds of quality and cost
control can be integrated in the process of architectural design through completion
of building process. While architecture is to provide an humane enclosure, value
engineering is focused in refining the outcome in its physical context.
However, the process consist of two main elements design and construction.
The thesis will focus on the former with its intricate issues and aspects. Creativity
in architectural thinking has been aimed at the aesthetics of form and volume not
function or cost. This line of thinking is being carried since the Bauhaus started
teaching architecture in 1919 in Weimar-Germany. It is dated even back to the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts in the 19th century. Integrating value engineering or if we
may say "value architecture" in the process of learning and hence the professional
practice of architecture would mean more subtle designs and eventually buildings.
The significant factor in choosing a building material is its price, then its durability
and appearance.
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Quality versus cost is the major concern of value engineering which should
be as well for architects. Cost has been the synonymous issue in construction
industry as the building process and materials choices get more sophisticated.
Architects are still dreaming of an ideal client and a utopian environment to practice
architecture.
The goal of the thesis is to explore the potentials of value engineering which
has been applied to manufacturing process and develop a model for architecture.
The thesis will focus on producing a conceptual model for functional thinking in
architecture to enable architects to integrate value engineering in their practice.
Cost which has been a vital element in building industry can be totally integrated
with design through construction. Thinking of buildings as products can open new
avenues for reaching the ultimatum of the ideal building, not as a concept but a
reality. The thesis will develop a conceptual model for practicing value engineering
through the different design phases. Reading will compose the backbone of the
thesis which will provide the basics for the interviews and data collection.
PART II
CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT of VALUE ENGINEERING APPROACH
The introduction of wheeled wagons was a great step in transportation. The major
problem was the unpaved roads that are not suitable for smooth wooden wheeled
wagons. By the 1820s the steam locomotive was invented to reach a speed of
14-15 Km/h from the modest speed of 10 Km/h. Special roads has to be constructed
to carry heavier loads and withstand the higher speed of the new machine.
Railroads were invented with multi-cars to transport passengers as well as goods
between different places. Looking for more economical means to transport goods,
drove the industrial revolution to invent new methods. The diesel engine was
invented and gave a huge boost to the society and the economy. New methods and
procedures were invented to speed construction which was closely related to this
evolution. Standardization of building components was developed to build
economically sound housing schemes for the vast majority of immigrants who came
to urban concentrations. A need for testing value to cost became inevitable so as
to reduce the cost of products over time. Buildings were no exception. Value
analysis emerged as a tedious effort to solve the predicament of cost, quality and
price. In testing value against quality in particular products or designs some
questions were apt to answer, see Dell'Isola(2):
Does its use contribute value?
Is its cost proportionate to its usefulness?
Does it need all its features?
Is there anything better for the intended use?
Is anyone buying it for less?
Can a usable part be made by lower cost method?
Will another dependable supplier provide it for less?
Do material, reasonable labor, overhead and profit total its cost?
Is it made on proper tooling, considering quantities used?
Can a standard product be found which will be usable?
5
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Through this system of investigation, unnecessary expenditures are avoided,
resulting in improved value for design. Value engineering approach is directed
towards the analysis of functions, using a creative and organized technique whose
objective is to optimize the cost and or performance of a facility, system or design.
The primary concern of value engineering is the elimination or modification of
anything that adds cost to a design without contributing to its functions.
A value engineering study is the result of the contribution of a professional
multi disciplinary effort of a trained team individuals. One of the most important
steps prior to the start of the study is establishing a full scale management plan that
follow the functional approach for problem solving. The plan should contain a
detailed system of documentation of information and feedback to the members of
the team.
Statistically, 99% of the cases studied have a margin of unsatisfactory value
that needs improvement. Thus a quest for a systematic approach to improve the
quality of products while maintaining a relatively low cost is prevalent and
inescapable. Value engineering has emerged as a defined technique trying to
balance the equation of cost and quality. There are some factors which should be
considered as having the greatest impact on costs, such as the groups involved in
decision making, owners/agencies, through their requirements and criteria, and
designers through their decisions. Another factor which is important is that a small
number of elements of a system or facility contain the most costs. As a rule of
thumb, 20% of the elements use 80% of the cost. Generally speaking, the electrical
and mechanical equipment and installation consue the bulk of the nominated cost
of a certain building. Also the spatial design of spaces and their arrangements
contribute directly and indirectly to the mechanical and electrical issues both on
initial and long run costs. By designing the required spaces to satisfy a certain
concept that might impact these two factors i.e. electrical and mechanical. There
are some other factors which are beyond the scope of this thesis including but not
limited to, site location and topography, availability of building materials etc.
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After the allocation of professional expertise, funds and time for value
engineering study, a job plan is outlined to render services in a well defined








Each of these phases is carried out with the help of established techniques and
methods to analyze the facts and information available to reach an optimal result.
As a problem solving system, value engineering technique embodies four separate
kinds of thinking preceded by a brainstorming stage called "mind tuning". Mind
tuning directs all thinking towards a common objective, followed by the development
and refinement of activities, which put the results of the thinking process into play.
These types contain the information and assumption search, analysis, creative
thinking and finally sound judgement. The first step is the collection of data and
information. It is important to document each piece of information on a separate
sheet with the source and date for further reference. Secondly, the analysis phase.
Thirdly is the creativity stage, in which the group tries to introduce new approaches
and techniques that is not necessarily related to the specific problem but can
remotely benefit it. No criticism is permitted, to encourage the team produce a lot
of ideas. The last step is judgement which is the outcome of the study and should
written in simple words and understandable terms. This varies in relation to the type
of problem and management personnel involved in the study.
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"A problem stated in a solvable manner is half solved"
The acquisition of knowledge enables us to articulate any problem and set it in a
solvable manner. There are four piers upon which the value engineering study is
built. Namely, human relations and teamwork, concentrate on specifics, overcome
roadblocks and finally sound judgement.
Human relations play the most significant role in the value engineering
study. Without good relations it is almost impossible to do a discernible value
engineering study. Because other teammates are the primary source of information
it is recommendable good relations should be encouraged to facilitate the smooth
flow of information between them.
The second terminology, which is team work, is a keyword in the value
engineering practice. The team who is responsible for conducting the study should
be homogeneous in the sense that all members should work together for the benefit
of the group. The type of boss/employee relation is totally disregarded in order to
complete a successful study.
Thirdly, is specifics. Problems are solved when they are fragmented into
smaller ones while general comments and broad concepts are significant
roadblocks to value engineering study. Here is an example of roadblocks or
stoppers:
The injection of generalities.
The absence of meaningful cost.
The acceptance of answers from sources that are not the best.
The lack of the ability to locate industry specialists.
Arthur Mudge has listed some of the common roadblocks(20):
We tried that before.
Our place is different.
It would cost too much.
That is not my job.
It is too radical a change.
We do not have enough time.
There is not enough help.
That will make other equipment obsolete.
Let us make a market research test of it first.
We are too small for it.
It is not practical for operating people.
The men will never buy it.
The union will scream.
We have never done it before
It is against company policy.
It will run up our overhead.
We do not have the authority.
That is too ivory tower.
Let us get back to reality.
That is not our problem.
Why change? It is still working OK.
The executive committee will never go for it.
What do we do in our competitor's plant?
I do not like the ideas.
We are not ready for that.
It is not in the budget.
You can not teach an old dog new tricks.
It is a good thought, but impractical.
Let us hold it in abeyance.
Let us give it more thought.
Top management will never go for it.
Let us put it in writing.
We will be a laughing stocks.
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Not that again.
We would lose money in the long run.
Where would you dig that one up?
We did all right without it.
That is what we can expect from staff.
It has never tried before.
Let us shelve it for the time being.
Let us for a committee.
Has anyone else tried it?
What is the use?
Customers will not like it.
It will be too hard to sell.
I do not see the connection.
It will not work in our industry.
What you are really saying is 	
Maybe that will work in your department, but not mine.
Don't you think we should look into it further before we act.
Let us all sleep on it.
You are right, but 	
You are two years ahead of your time.
We do not have the money, equipment, room or personnel.
1 0
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The proposed system must locate unsuspected areas responsible
for higher costs. An example is provided here to highlight these problems at the
beginning of the study:
Management organization
Marketing concepts. ( customer functional understanding )
Engineering detail
Manufacturing concept or approach
Manufacturing operation
Purchasing or materials procurement work
Finally is the judgement phase. After the accumulation of facts and
analyzing them, putting them into focus, judgement should be a routine procedure.
Nevertheless, it appears from experience that the fear of failure prohibits the
implementation of new ideas and techniques. This is one of the major obstacles in
value engineering studies. The team should base judgement on pure facts and
results not on emotions or desires of pleasing superiors. The keyword in applying
sound decisions is open mindedness. The search of new knowledge and
experience should continue throughout the value engineering study. From this we
can interpret that the team should work together and coordinate with a good system
of communications.
To summarize this part, value engineering study is performed using special
techniques and approaches which influence the decision making mechanism and
mentality by providing a unique way of looking at problems and hence solutions. It
is obvious that no ultimate or perfect answer is reached through the suggested
procedures of the value engineering study, nevertheless, a reasonable solution can
be sought to create a new approach to a certain problem by carefully scrutinizing
it.
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1. Exhaustive accumulation of information and identification and improvement of
assumptions.
2. Penetrating analysis with what senses of direction does this information provide
us? What specific problems will, when solved, bring important cost benefits?
3. Creative mental activity, in which all judgment is temporarily deferred to form the
roots of a variety of different solutions to each of the specific problems developed
in the preceding analysis.
4. Judgment - type mental activity, in which the results of creative thought are
searched for idea roots in order to minimize the disadvantages and maximize the
advantages sufficient to meet the need for cost and/or operation improvement.
See Dell'Isola(5).
Value is always increased by increasing costs ( while, of course, maintaining
performance). It is also increased by increasing performance if the customer needs,
wants, and is willing to pay for more work. The proposed system must locate those
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THE ORGANIZED APPROACH OF VALUE EN G 1 NEERING / MANAGEENT JOB PLAN
Ecerpts from " Tchniques of Value Analysis and E ngineering "
Miles, L. D., NY, McGraw-Hill 1972
CHAPTER III
PHASES OF VALUE ENGINEERING STUDY
INFORMATION PHASE
The first phase in value engineering job plan is the information phase. In this phase
a relentless search for information is required, because more information lead to
better understanding of the particular problem and hence good solutions. Some
techniques have been developed to assist in investigating, recording and analyzing
the information accumulation. The three main techniques used in this phase are
namely, function analysis, definition of costs and evaluation of worth. Functions
have to be defined clearly for each element or design procedure. Questions of how,
what, why, where and when have to be answered fully and meticulously. The
following worksheet is an example for recording information. Fig. 2-2.
As shown on Fig. 2-2 the source of information is stated along with the information
provided and the action taken, to secure credit for every person participating in the
study. The basic information for each project should be recorded in every sheet i.e.
project name, date, drawing and reference numbers. To determine a certain
function, the verb-noun technique is used to assist in analyzing the information
gathered.
VERB - NOUN APPROACH
The verb-noun approach is one of the techniques that enables the value
engineering team to work on a specific function of the design problem. To facilitate
a function analysis, a function of any item, component, or design is defined literally
by two words; a verb and a noun. The verb answers the question, what does it do?
This question focuses attention on the FUNCTION rather than on the particular
design. The noun answers the question, what is it? Which focuses on the nature of
the element in relation to the whole design or system. A measurable noun together


















Figure 2-2 A work sheet for documenting information
Excerpts from " Methods in Environmental and Behavioural Research"
Bechtel Robert, R. W. Marans and W. Michaelson.


























Figure 2-3 Example of Verb Example of Verbs and Nouns
U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) " Life Cycle Management
Model For Project Management of Buildings" Washington, D.C. 1972
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roof, store waste ). Fig. 2-3 gives an example of two words describing a function.
If a pipe supplies water to a building it can be described as "provide service" where
service is a non-measurable noun which blocks the thinking of other alternates. If
the function is described as "transport water", water is a defined noun and opens
the door for more creative ideas. This technique is referred to as two - word
abridgement. The advantages of the two - word abridgement can be summarized
as follows, as noted by Dell'Isola(5):
Forces conciseness. If you can not define a function in two words, you do not
have enough information or understanding about the problem, or you are trying
to define too large a segment of the problem.
Avoids combining different functions and ensures that only one function is
defined at one time.
Facilitates the task of distinguishing between primary and secondary functions
because it helps to identify each function as specifically as possible.
Aids in achieving the broadest level of disassociation from specific designs or
Previous solutions.
There are two types of functions, use functions and esteem functions. The
use or work functions are directly related to the utilitarian purpose of the particular
design and its use value. The esteem or aesthetics functions are directly related to
the desire of the user to acquire an item or a feature in excess of bare utilitarian
value.
Basic functions define a performance feature that must be attained from the
point of view of the user or client. It resembles the reason for the existence of the
item or the need of the user to which he is willing to pay. Certain criteria should be
considered in defining a basic function. The difference between basic and
secondary functions depends on the point of view of the beholder i.e. it is different
from the point of view of the designer, or the manufacturer. A basic function for the
designer could be secondary to the user. Thus a clear apprehension of the user
needs is significant in the definition of a particular function. For example, a window
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is designed in an office building to serve the function " view outdoor ". the same
window in a warehouse is there to serve the function "ventilate space ".
Some elements in one design are to serve more than one basic function e.g. a
space to house people is also to serve for convenient location, which is for both
work and sell basic functions.
Basic functions should be defined in the broadest possible terms to provide
an opportunity for greater improvement in ideas simulation.
Secondary functions define performance features in an element of design other
than those which must be achieved. They primarily express the user's desires
rather than needs. The secondary functions give the answer to the question "what
else does it do?" e.g. exterior paint function is:
Protect surface "basic function"
Improve appearance "secondary function"
Secondary functions may also exist as a result of a method or procedure being
used by the same element. They become secondary to facilitate the
accomplishment of the basic function.
FUNCTION RELATIONSHIP
In evaluating functions in a system or design, it is information to work from top
down. Functions relationships are described in terms of their affinity to each other
in design. The position of the item within the whole design is called its level of
indenture. The function is considered basic when it is dependent on the indentured
item. On the other hand, the function is secondary when it is independent of the
indentured item. Fig. 2-4, 2-5, explains these types of functions. in Fig. 2-4, instead
of choosing "ring bell" as a definition of function, the term "make noise" is chosen
to give broader concept and allow for creative ideas. At the second level of
indenture the two items have basic functions upon which the system is dependent.
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Thirdly, only bells perform a basic function. This constant nature of interrelationship
between functions can only be realized when a complete understanding of functions
is achieved. However, when looking at the overall design problem many secondary
indentured items have essential functions in terms of maintenance, operations,
safety and environment.
VALUE OF FUNCTION
As described in the introduction value is "a fair ...... return.", when associated with
function, some questions would highlight the nature of each function in the broader
context of the problem. Dell'Isola has listed some of these questions as follows(2):
What is measure?
Must it be proved?
Should explanation be given?
When do we get into the creative step?
When is a real and final measure established?
How do we get people to place confidence in the measurement?
How do we divide the work so that our associates do not think we are taking
their work?
Must this method be known?
Will this method be difficult to use with many products?
How will we motivate men to use the measurement we make?
To whom will we present our results?
Is it of troublesome to the superiors to have new advises for decision making
purposes?
ANALYTICAL PHASE
In this phase, which is sometimes called the evaluation and investigation phase, the
team examines the alternates generated during the preceding phase and then
develops them into lower - cost or energy - saving ideas and lists feasible
Fire Alarm
System
Person  Equipment           
Pull Box Bells Panels 
Conduit
Wire      
Figure 2-4 Electrical Bell System Model
Excerpts from " Techniques of value Analysis and Engineering "
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Figure 2-5 Example of Functional Relationship
Excerpts from "Creative Design Decisions"
S.J. Kirk & K. Speckelmeyer. NY, Van Nostrand Reinhold. 1987
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alternates in order of descending savings potential. During this phase ideas must
be refined to meet the necessary environmental and operating conditions of the
particular situation. Ideas should be listed along with their potential advantages and
disadvantages. Advantages might be light weight, reusability, low cost.
Disadvantages might be high maintenance cost, excessive construction time, too
many pieces. Ideas whose advantages outweigh the disadvantages and indicate
the greatest savings, are selected for further evaluation.
In assigning idea ratings a forcing technique is used to differentiate between the
various ideas given to the team. That means, if there are ten ideas being evaluated,
they should be ranked 1 to 10. The best assigned 1, the poorest assigned 10. By
using this forcing technique, all ideas are not assigned equal status thus progress
can be made in determining which ideas are considered viable and which are not.
The value engineering group must use all available sources of information to
determine if the alternate they select is truly less costly, and performs the required
function without impairing the essential quality, reliability, or maintainability.
After selection of alternates on a cost basis, other elements, not readily
assigned dollar values, are brought into consideration e.g. AESTHETICS,
DURABILITY. Such elements that add to the architecture of the specific design and
have a greater, impact on the total value of that design or procedure. Weighted
evaluation is a formally organized process for the selection of optimum solutions in
areas involving several criteria. In the process, criterion are assigned different
values according to their potential impact on a project. The alternates developed
are then evaluated against this criteria. The alternate resulting in the highest score
is selected for implementation. During the evaluation process, it is important to
discuss and weigh the following areas, see Dell'Isola(2):
Needs vs. Desires
Important vs. Unimportant
Trade - off vs. Non - trade - off
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There are two processes, which have been developed, to assess weight
evaluation; weighing process and analysis matrix. The weighting process criteria
is designed to isolate important criteria and establish their weights or relative
importance. Analysis matrix is to list and rank each alternate against each criteria.
The rank and weight of each constraint are multiplied and totaled. The alternates
are then scored for recommended implementation. While making the comparison,
each criteria must meet minimum requirements. If we are comparing aesthetics vs.
Improved maintenance and operation, the comparison is not between an alternate
having an unsuitable looking facility vs. One having unsatisfactory maintenance and
operation, but those having increased aesthetics vs. Improved maintenance and
operation over any minimum values required.
There are so many patterns of disciplined thinking for value analysis on
services work, which include, see Dell;lsola(5):
Definition of the problem area in which better answers are required.
Fragment the problem into smaller units. Each unit is defined by its own type
of parameters, and characterised as to basic and secondary problems.
Determine which problems can be solved concurrently and which must be
solved consecutively, by establishing a sequence order.
Define the job plan and introduce the thinking and language of function.
What functions are being performed?
What functions are wanted?
What functions are needed?
What functions could be grouped for better solutions?
What functions should be eliminated?
Develop changes in, different groupings of, and alternative means for,
accomplishing the functions.
Associate present costs with each function being accomplished.
Evaluate functions and function groups by meaningful comparisons.
24
CREATIVITY
"Whatever creativity is, it is in part a solution to a problem."
Brian Aldiss
Creativity is the development of ideas new to the individual, not necessarily new to
someone else. Creativity produces alternate designs, methods, systems or
processes that will differently perform functions under discussion. Although there
are so many techniques developed to assist in the creation of new ideas, but does
not guarantee a feasible solution.
The process in concluding the creative approach is sequenced in phases or
steps. These phases are to be conducted consequently to reach the best possible
solution, not necessarily the ultimate. These steps can be grouped as follows, see
Dell; Isola(5):
Orientation: Determining and defining the problem to be solved.
a. Preparation: Secure information and pure facts.
b. Analysis: Evaluate data collected.
Ideation: Production of alternate ideas, new designs, processes or systems that can
solve the problem.
a. Incubation: Combining and differentiating data and information and slowing the
pace to introduce illumination.
b. Synthesis: Derive conclusions from ideas by bringing them into a complete
whole frame.
c. Verification: Evaluate the proposed solution.
On the other hand there are as well some mental blocks which have to be overcome
to achieve the ultimate goal of the creativity phase. These mental blocks are
classified as habitual, perceptual, cultural and emotional. See Dell'Isola(5).
Habitual:
I. The use of phrases such as "tried and true" despite the fact that better
alternates exist.
II. The rejection of alternate solutions which are incompatible with habitual
ones.
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III. Lack of positive attitude and conformity to custom. Reliance on authority.
Perceptual:
I. Failure to use all available senses of observation and acceptance of the
obvious.
II. Inability to visualize remote relationships.
III. Failure to distinguish between cause and effect.
Cultural:
I. Desire to follow common customs and methods.
II. Over - emphasis on competition or on cooperation.
III. The trend of being practical which leads to quick judgements without
investigation.
IV. The old belief that lenience in fantasy is a waste of time, energy and
power.
V. Dependence on reason and logic.
Emotional:
I. Fear of mistakes and preposterous.
II. Boss/employee ordinary built-in fear and lack of trust between
colleagues.
III. Too much enthusiasm for success.
IV. Refusal to detour to reach a goal.
V. Failure to reject mediocre decisions.
Two major creativity approaches, classified under free-association
techniques, are brainstorming and the Gordon technique. The brainstorming is a
problem solving conference wherein each participant's thinking is stimulated by
others in the group. It is a spontaneous production of ideas related to the
performance of the required function. The other technique is the Gordon Technique
which is similar to brainstorming but only the team leader knows exactly the nature
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Figure 2-6 'The "WHY-HOW" Logic Diagram for Brainstorming
Excerpts from " Techniques of value Analysis and Engineering "
Miles, L.D., NY, McGraw-Hill 1972
HOW
Use ideas already




The criteria for selecting the members of the group are that the groups
should consist of persons from different disciplines and have varied amounts of
experience. No major power relationships. Avoid boss/employee type of relation.
Constructive dissatisfaction; improvement oriented ideas; positive thinking, open
minded and receptiveness to new ideas. Above all is good communications
harmony.
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To diagramatically summarize these issues, phases of value analysis/engineering
are said to be as follows, see Dell'Isola(2):
INFORMATION
Objectives:
Provide an information base
Select areas for detailed study
Questions:
What is it?
What must it do?
What does it cost?




Cost - worth concept
Graphics.





Generate alternatives for meeting requirements
What else will perform the required function?
Creative thinking processes / deferred judgment
ANALYTICAL
Objectives:
Evaluation and selection of best saving alternatives
Question:
What will the alternatives cost?
Will the alternatives meet the required functions?









Presentation of best alternatives to the decision maker












Post occupancy evaluation (optional)
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FUNCTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM TECHNIQUES ( FAST) CONCEPTS:
Use of FAST involves a function block diagram, based on answers to what?
why? how? The result is a hierarchy of functions showing logical why/how
relationships, which provides an analysis of functions to achieve an objective
or end result.
"It is basically finding an answer to the questions such as, what is the
problem? Why is a solution necessary? And how can the solution be
accomplished?The FAST technique bridge the gap between high level
concepts and the how-to-do-it implementation of those concepts." See
Dell'Isola(5).
Why?   How?
FUNCTION
Later Time   Prior Time      
Same Time 	 Same Time




This phase is designed to introduce new ideas to perform the basic function.
Therefore, it is necessary to fully understand the problem and, by using problem
solving or creative techniques, to generate a number of ideas which introduce lower
cost alternatives. Creativity is essential in value engineering studies and
procedures. This step is meant to develop a wide range of ways to provide the
basic functions and the required secondary functions of the item to which value
improvements are being made.
ANALYTICAL PHASE
To list criteria which should be used in making an objective, realistic assessment
and comparison of the various ideas, to list roadblocks and undesirable side-effects
which may occur if a particular idea is selected as the solution for the value
improvement problem.
PROPOSAL PHASE
to find ways of "selling" the solution recommended in the proposal, as well as to
help anticipate roadblocks such as objections, stalls and killer phrases which may
be used to oppose or disapprove the proposal.
PART III
CHAPTER IV
VALUE ENGINEERING IN ARCHITECTURE
INTRODUCTION
Architecture is probably the oldest of the fine arts. Certainly, it is the most useful
and in some respects is a prerequisite for the other arts. Most early texts associate
buildings with deities; architecture was not only considered the highest art form, to
which other arts were adornments, but some buildings were viewed as representing
another, higher realm. In medieval illuminated manuscripts, God was frequently
shown armed with compass and mason's square, as architect of the Universe.
The application of value engineering in architectural design process
is very complicated because of the intricate nature of the design issues. The
subjective characteristics of design is perplex and require a unique technique to
measure and weigh them against each other. The conventional method of value
engineering a project is by the client at the end of each design phase. It is called
the node method, when the client reviews the design and expresses his concerns
and changes some requirements. Fig. 3-1 demonstrates this process.
Schematic Design VE Design Development VE Construction Documents
Figure 3-1 Traditional Method for practicing Value Engineering
The systematic approach of value engineering has its constraints when applied to
the architectural design process. The numeric equations can measure functions,
performance but not aesthetics.
The purpose of decision analysis is to establish a structure that allows the
design team to weigh the effectiveness of each alternative against design criteria.
The model is intended to produce a conceptual understanding of value engineering
and the possibilities of its application in the architectural design process.
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The decision analysis model is meant to assist decision makers to objectively define
a design problem and systematically sort through the consequences of distinct
design solutions. The multi-objective decision analysis evolved from the traditional
theory of choice behavior. The theory allows the decision makers to use a range of
values to weigh the consequences of their decisions instead of a single
measurement scale. The framework for this model is composed of two components
that are:
Define design criteria or objective
Generating feasible alternatives
The former element is the key to better decision making policy. These
criteria should be defined clearly to decompose the problem of its intricate
complexity into a measurable statement. The importance of these objectives is to
define the goals and desires of people who will occupy the specific environment.
The latter component is the generation of feasible alternatives that address
the design objectives. The alternatives must be able to satisfy all the criteria
established by the decision makers in earlier stages of the design process. Space
and function diagrams, circulation flow charts and activity analysis are part of
feasible alternatives that should be addressed to explicate a set of design criteria.
The balance of the requirements implied by the design objectives and the potential
of each alternative to fulfill these objectives constitute the decision making model.
In general the architectural design process can be phased as:
SCHEMATIC, DESIGN DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT
The schematic phase can be preceded by the preparation of the brief. The
more detailed the brief the easier the task of performing both design and value
engineering. The brief articulates the parameters of the design and sets the
objectives and criteria which determines the scope of a particular project or scheme.
These objectives are said to be independent of each other and clearly absorbed by
both designers and decision makers.
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Most of the objectives are subjective in nature and widely variable in
meaning. For example, it is very difficult to create a standard system of absolute
measurement to conceive a building image. R. Bechtel provided an example of
approximate accuracy to measure a subjective criteria. Fig. 3-2 shows a design
objective scaling worksheet.
It is important to consider carefully the definition of objectives and
evaluation of their alternatives. The understanding of the independent nature of
these objectives to each other is critical to the progress of the study. Finally is the
sound judgment of the different weights given to various objectives.
The conventional approach as described in the introduction is carried at
nodes through the process of design, while the proposed technique is to consider
the impact of every decision through the design process on the economical and
environmental factors of the physical and aesthetical issues. The decision making
framework outlined in this chapter is to create a conceptual understanding for
architects to take decisions that are based on the various and conflicting aspects
of the complex design and building mechanism. The model described later is a
preliminary study for evaluating the subjective nature of design.
DEFINING DESIGN OBJECTIVES
As related to the design phases mentioned earlier, defining objectives comes as a
first step to enable designers to set parameters to the specific problem. At the
beginning of the design process, the objectives are usually general in nature and
referred to as program goals. They tend to be more defined and articulate as the
design moves into its schematic phase.
Most design objectives can be categorized into economical factors, image-
related factors and functional factors. Economic objectives concern either initial
construction cost or life cycle costs, while image objectives address the
environment and the impact on urban context of the buildings. Image objectives




Extend amount of employee walking for communication.
Circulation system that satisfies simple and direct movement with safety.
Mixed circulation for people, vehicles and service.
Controlled access to building.
2 Tolerable amount of employee walking for communication
Circulation system that satisfies simple, clear and direct
movement with safety.
Separate circulation for people, vehicles and service.
Controlled access to buildings
3 Moderate amount of employee walking for communication.
Circulation system that satisfies job function, personal
needs ans safety.
Separate circulation for people, vehicles and services
Controlled access to building
4 Minor amount of employee walking for communication
and safety purposes.
Circulation system that graetly improve job function and
personal needs.
Separate circulation for people, vehicles and servise.




Minimal amount of employee walking for communication
and safety purposes.
Circulation system that greatly improve job function and
personal needs.
Separate circulation for people, vehicles and service.
Restricted access to buildings and parking with controlled
entry points for employees and visitors.
Figure 3-2 Design Objective Scaling Worksheet.
Excerpts from " Creative Design Decisions "
S.J Kirk & K. stephen. NY, Van Nostrand Reinhold. 1987
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design issues of color, texture, comfort and psychological response to buildings.
Functional objectives of environment express the physical nature of the different
activities with their conflicted aspects of proximity to one another and the potentials
of change and expandability. Fig. 3-3 illustrates a list of some design objectives.
SCALING DESIGN OBJECTIVES
As described earlier, using the form in Fig. 3-2 a preliminary scaling of each
objective is established. The team leader initiate the discussion by particular
questions that prompt the design team to define one issue after the other. For
example, " What is the least you would expect in a potential design solution for how
the people circulate in this facility?" This question would lead to the definition of the
circulation of objective within the design context of that specific building. This
process establishes the scaled values e.g. from one to five for each objective. It
expresses the characteristics of each objective in a ranked manner, which help the
design group to define the weight of that objective. This technique provides a
relatively accurate measure for such subjective criterion of the design problem. The
technique is repeated for each objective individually. Using the five scalar point
helps in visibly defining a public statement of feeling towards a specific design
criterion that are shared by the design team. It also points the weaknesses in parts
of the design that needed more attention and articulation. The process of defining
the scales for design issues involve the participation of the whole design team and
allows each member to express his ideas and reasons that concern the design as
a whole.
WEIGHING DESIGN OBJECTIVES
Weighing each design objective refines the articulation of the problem and provides
clearer image to the forthcoming product. After constructing a scale for each design
objective, the team draws attention to relative degrees of importance of these
definitions, hence a technique of trade-offs is established. The basic idea is to
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Design Objective 	 Definition
Image
Community
The visual concept of the building
and the way in which the building
attracts attention to itself. The form
of the building and the degree to
which it acts as a symbol for the
client; whether a company or an
individual.
How the building and its site
project " a neighbor" identity in





The degree to which the building
is able to respond to the work
process and flow of people,
equipment and materials.
The degree to which the building
can segregate sensitive functions
from one another and prevent the
the entry of people to restricted
areas.
The ability of the building to grow
to meet projected changes in the






The degree to which the building
plan can be rearranged to conform
to revised work processes and
personnel changes.
How the building performance in
terms of mechanical systems,
electrical systems etc.
How the building provides a
comfortable both psychologically
and environmentally.
The degree to which the building
is able to conserve energy
resources through construction,




The economic consequences of
the building in terms of initial
capital investment and long
term operating costs.
Figure 3-3 A List of Design Objectives
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determine how much of each objective can be taken off to allow for a less valued
objective to be considered. In other words how much of the circulation is to be taken
off to reach that level decided by decision makers. The completion of this task
usually produces a different rank ordering which demonstrates a deeper
understanding by the design team of the prOblem under discussion. Fig. 3-4. It is
significant to point out that decision analysis is to render a comprehensive
understanding of the problem not to precisely answers complex questions.
To illustrate this procedure an example is provided by Stephen Kirk in
Creative Design Decisions(4).
Functional efficiency: This objective was judged to be the most important. Set the
weight at 1.00
Circulation: A trade-off value at the 2.30 point on the function scale was
established. Since this point is approximately a third of the distance up the scale,
use a weight of importance of 0.33
Life-Cycle Cost: A trade-off value of 3.75 was chosen by the design team. Since
this value is somewhat three quarters of the distance up the function scale use a
weight of importance of 0.69
Expansion: A trade-off value at the 3.50 point on the function scale was chosen.
This value is slightly less than assigned to life cycle cost goal. Assign a weight of
importance of 0.65












No Name Description / Definition Rank Weight
1 Circulation Movement of workers and materials in
a well defined and efficient manner
4
2 Functional Efficiency Organization and management of activities
to allow for maximum work productivity
1
3 Expansion The ability to grow and change within
the building and on the site
5
4 Image Comfort of the user in physical and psychologic
terms. Positive corporate image.
2
5 Life Cycle Cost Minimization of capital, operating, maintenance,







Figure 3-4 Initial Client and User Objectives
Excerpts from ' Creative Design Decisions "
S.J. Kirk & K. Speckelmeyer. NY, Van Nostrand Reinhold. 1987
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The new normalized weights of importance of the value statements are:
Function 	 1.00/3.00 	 =0.33
Life-cycle cost 	 0.69/3.00 	 =0.23
Expansion 	 0.65/3.00 	 =0.22
Circulation 	 0.33/3.00 	 =0.11
Image 	 0.33/3.00 	 =0.11
Total 	 =1.00
GENERATION OF ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS
As described in part one of this research, a brainstorming session is held imformally
to allow design members to produce new ideas and general solution to the problem.
Evidently these solutions tend to be more specific and clearly lucid as the design
progresses from schematic to development stage. Each solution should satisfy
every design objective, at least at the lowest acceptable level on the scalar value
system. When an alternative is viewed as desirable by decision makers and does
not satisfy the requirements, objectives not met should be revised to accommodate
the new alternative. The alternatives follow the progression of the design, from
abstract forms and relationships diagrams to more spatially defined environments
and well related activities.
An abundant of alternative ideas should be generated to test the extremes
of the design problem. When widely divergent opinions are investigated, new
approaches to a problem are often revealed. After recording a number of alternative
ideas, the team is asked to respond to each one against the previously constructed
design objectives. Each idea is scored as advantageous or disadvantageous to
each objective to further clarify the rankings and scaling systems already
constructed. This technique enables the team to review the alternatives in a
creative and critical manner. The discussions are systematically recorded and
organized to suggest proposals to the project designer or programmer.
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EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
At this stage the decision makers have already generated a set of measurable
design objectives and alternatives. Trade-off exercises created relative degrees of
importance to the different design objectives. A set of raw measurements have been
established for the various design solutions and their acceptability to meet the
stated design criteria.
Each member of the team is asked to record his ratings for each design
solution. The assessment is collected and compared as illustrated in Fig. 3-5. A
discussion meeting is held to review the valued assessments to formulate a uniform
idea or line of decision with regard to all possible solutions provided by the design
team. An arithmetic average score is introduced to aid the decision makers to
establish a comparative analysis of the different approaches to the problem. The
weighted average value for the first scheme, with respect to the circulation
objective, is determined by the following equation. See Kirk S.(4):
Weight of Importance for Circulation X Average Circulation Score




Organizing the data collected from these two steps in the weighted
average decision analysis table, the result is shown in Fig.3-6. The decision makers
should review and reevaluate the rankings of objectives with respect to the data
provided by the design team. Some questions would arise to highlight the
weaknesses of each solution and strengthen the potential qualities of a particular
solution. Each member of the design team is asked to analyze the suggested
alternatives independently. A meeting is then held to allow members to express
their ideas and views about each alternative to reach a prevalent consensus.
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1 2 2 2 4 2
2 2 3 4 3 1
3 2 3 2 3 1
4 2 3 2 3.5 2
5 2 2 5 4 3
6 3 3.5 4 2.5 2
7 1.5 4.5 4.5 3 2
8 2 3 3 4 2
9 2 3 4 4 2
10 2 3 4 3 1
Average 2.05 3.00 3.45 3.4 1.80
Figure 3-5 Assessment for ten Hypothetical Solutions
Excerpts from " Methods in Environmental and Behavioral Research "
Bechtel Robert, R.W. Marans and W. Michaelson. NY, Van Nostrand Reinhold
Figure 3-6 Weighted Average Decision Analysis
Excerpts from"Creative Design Decisions"
S.J. Kirk & K. Speckelmeyer. NY, Van Nostrand Reinhold. 198"
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A consensus should be reached by the decision makers to determine the
direction of the design solution in question. They should select a particular
alternative that satisfies most of the criteria set before the initiation of the process.
The perceived strengths and weaknesses should be further analyzed by the
appointed designer to enhance the optimum solution. It is evident by now that one
alternative with low ratings can have a great potential of development to satisfy a
high percentage of the set criterion. The most significant aspect of decision analysis
exercise is to explore in a systematic approach a collection of alternatives and
ideas for a particular design problem. The application of the value engineering
techniques through this model is to enhance the collaboration of different design
specialists in providing articulate solutions that are innovative and realistic in nature
to the decision makers.
Decision analysis is intended to provide a framework for establishing
design objectives and evaluating design alternatives. It is not meant to find
problems rather solving the existing ones in a systematic approach. The decision
model may be applicable at any stage of the design process, however, it is
preferable to be applied during the early stages of the design. At the beginning of
the design decisions are said to be more general and specific answers are not
required. Architects and programmers perceive design objectives to be the initial
step in design, while decision makers prefer to define them on tangible information
sources. it is a uniform framework that thaw different opinions and theories to
formulate a direction for design solution and philosophy. Clients are becoming more
sophisticated and can participate within the framework of the process to enrich the
outcome results. Clients' values of design objectives are to be considered in terms
of their visual impact on the environment.
The earliest attempts at resolving design objectives should recognize the
relationship between the visual and abstract nature of the environmental settings.
This technique of decision analysis defines the attributes for environmental
problems a statement for clients systems of values.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
"Architecture can be defined in at least four ways, all valid, all interrelated, and
none truly satisfactory. It is the art and method of erecting structures; it is a planned
entity, the result of a conscious act; it is a body of work; it is a way to build". A good
definition was provided by the Roman architect Vitruvius in the 1 ST century AD. and
was translated from Latin into English during the 17 th century by Sir Henry Wotton




This definition recognizes that architecture embraces functional,
technological, and aesthetic requirements; it must have commoditie ( utilitarian
qualities ), firmness ( structural stability and sound construction ), and delighte
( attractive appearance).
Value engineering is the academic form of cost reduction practice and is a
theory that follow a systematic approach to problem solving. The application of
value engineering in design is meant to enhance the output of the architectural
work. A modification of the value engineering approach is required to assimilate the
design process with its complicated issues and subjective objectives.
The value engineering procedure is practiced through five distinctive
steps. The orientation or the information phase is the first step in the value
engineering study. During this phase the team collects raw and unsorted
information which would be used in the analysis of the problem under discussion.
The more information gathered the better the result of the value engineering study.
This information is then organized and well documented to help the team articulate
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the design problem later in the study. Arthur Mudge suggests some typical forms
to be used for documentation of information. However, the information collected and
sorted during this phase is critical to the progress of the study and upon which the
outcome of the study is based. It is important to record every piece of information
found, which might avail valuable during the course of the study.
The second is the speculative and scrutinizing phase. The information
gathered earlier is deciphered and sifted for evaluation. As has been discussed in
the previous chapters, some techniques were developed to assist the value
engineering team conduct a thorough investigative analysis of the objectives and
alternatives for the design problem. After the value engineering team absorbs the
problem and define the client's requirements, which might have been changed, the
problem is then configured in an understandable language and a preliminary
articulation of the design problem is reached. It is important to note that all facts
have the same significance and irrelevant objectives are precluded or dismissed by
the end of this phase.
The subsequent phase is the analytical phase. A scrupulous analysis is
performed using the available information to reach a clear frame-work for the design
problem. Areas of high cost and low function weight is highlighted and different
alternatives are brought about for further study. Objectives and issues are
discussed and analyzed to offer feasible design and comprehensive solutions to the
problem under study. The role of the value engineering study is to provide a
concise, yet broad number of realistic alternatives to a definite design or
performance problem. A high level of creativity thinking is required to generate
different options and alternatives. The different techniques described in the
previous chapters is meant to help organize the process of value engineering and
is part of the many development attempts by value engineers to implement the
theory on practice.
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A report of feasible and realistic alternatives and measures is expected at
the end of each study. Presentation of results of the value engineering study is
governed by the type and character of the problem considered. The decision
makers influence the presentation techniques and materials used to convey the
solutions and recommendations done by the value engineering team.
The following tables show the results of a study reflecting the implementation of
value engineering in the United States.
In architecture, where immeasurable factors in design play a significant role,
value engineering is attenuated to the technical aspects of the design objectives.
Design concepts have many variables that make it difficult to furnish a tangible set
of measures. The articulation of the design problem is done through the proposed
model in more general terms that can add a definite perspective to the design
process. The basic theory of value engineering is in transforming the objectives into
numerical values, while architecture concerns the creative aspects of design. It is
evident that value engineering output can benefit the architectural design process
in defining attributes of a particular design problem and bases the solution
development on solid information and analyses.
The model outlined in the previous chapter is a preliminary framework to
explore the potentials of implementing value engineering in architecture and hence
construction industry. The model provides an outline framework that enables the
design team to define, weigh and scale complex design issues and objectives. The
decision making model described earlier is comprised of three distinctive parts i.e.
a system of well defined design objectives, a set of at least two feasible design
solutions, and a mechanism for comparing those solutions to design objectives. The
early definition of a design criteria that satisfy both clients and designers is critical
to the progress of work and value engineering the study. The intractable issues in
the practice of architectural design necessitate the application of value engineering
to meticulously study and analyze design objectives and define the parameters of
the work in relation to budgeting and performance.
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Design objectives fall into three categories i.e. economic; functional and
aesthetical factors. Each category has a group of variables that might be changed
according to the nature of the design problem. Economic factors are associated
with the cost of construction, life cycle cost and post occupancy. Functional factors
concerns the performance of the building as an enclosure relative to inhabitants
and the surroundings. Aesthetically, the human component of the building in terms
of color, texture and space.
The forms shown on the previous chapter can be modified to meet specific
design criteria and issues. While the model can be applied to as many variables in
design as required to form a comprehensive understanding of the design problem
under study. It is advisable to limit the scope of the job plan to the important factors
that govern the design problem.
The advantage of using value engineering early in design is that it can help
clients as well as designers fully understand the requirements of the given problem
and provides a useful technique that differentiate between desires and needs, and
weigh the subjective nature of design issues.
CONCLUSIONS
- Value engineering provides a unique approach to design problem solving,
which breaks it down into smaller problems, analyze everyone, synthesizes
them tegether and offers a final proposal.
- Develops a comprehensive information framework to assist managers
make sound decisions.
- Creates a technical approach which explores various alternatives,
methods, technologies and procedures for a typical design problem or
element.
- Tests the integral functionality of obvious components and their effect on
the overall output.
- Articulates the process of problem solving in the practice of architecture.
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Proposed Savings 	 Value
Number of Studies 	 55
Total Cost (USD) 	 28.4
Proposed Savings (USD) 	 4.8
Averaged Proposed Savings % 	 32.7
	Implemented Savings	 Value
Number of Studies 	 41
Total Cost (USD) 	 28.4
Implemented Savings (USD) 	 1.8
Average Implemented Savings % 	 10.7
Results By Discipline
	
Architectural 	 Engineering 	 Mech. / Elec.
Proposed
Savings 	 33 	 28 	 39
(% of Total)
Implemented
Savings 	 34 	 30 	 36
(% of Total)
Implementation
Rate 	 36 	 31 	 34
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Results of Value Engineering Studies by Discipline
Average Proposed Savings of Value Engineering Studies in the U.S.A.

APPENDIX A
U.S. GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
GUIDE LINES OF THE
VALUE ENGINEERING SERVICE'S REQUIREMENTS
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Fig. 6-1. Cost and value monitoring system for major facilities. This system can be varied to fit actual  project time. C, government or
client; VE. value engineering, in-house or consultant: CC. cost control. in-house or consultant; A&E, architect and engineer: GC, general
contractor; VEP, value engineering proposal; VECP. value engineering change proposal.
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CHAPTER 2. VALUE SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
PART 1. GENERAL
1.Scope. This chapter establishes the administrative and contractual
requirements for obtaining value services under architect-engineer (A-E)
and construction manager (CM) contracts awarded by GSA.
2.Applicability.
a. A-E contracts. Requirements for VM services as outlined in this
amp ter shall be included in GSA contracts with A-E's in connection with
the design of buildings, extensions, alterations, repair and improvement
projects as set forth below:
(1) Level 1 VM services are required for all projects with
estimated construction costs over $200,000.
(2) Level 2 VM services are required for all projects with
estimated construction costs over $2,000,000.
(3) Level 3 VM services are required for all projects with
estimated construction costs over $5,000,000.
(4) Level 4 VM services are required for all projects with
estimated construction costs over $30,000,000.
(5) Special requirements as outlined in this chapter shall be
established, 	 than level 1, 2, 3, or 4, whenever a construction
manager will be utilized on the project.
CM contracts. Requirements for VM services outlined in this
chapter shall be included in all GSA contracts with construction managers.
3. 	 Contract procedures. VM services shall be included in the initial
scope of services required for an A-E or CM contract.
(L. Type of contract. VM services shall be negotiated on a firm
fixed-price basis for the full scope of services specified in the contract.
t3. Phasing. VM services may be divided into separately identifiable
phases with performance of each phase, after the first phase, subject to
the exercise of an option by the contracting officer. Payments for each
prase are made after VM services required by the contract have been
approved by the contracting officer.
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c. 	 Fee limitations. 	 In accordance with the provisions of Section
304(D) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949
as amended (41 U.S.C. 254(b)), the Administrator of General Services has
determined that the portion of an A-E's fee representing payment for VM
services may be excluded in determining whether the A-E's fee is within
the statutory 6 percent limit, except those items relating directly to
production and delivery of plans, drawings, and specifications.
d. Fee breakdown. Contracting officers shall obtain a breakdown of
the fee for VM services that is included in the fixed price contract.
The fee breakdown shall correspond to the level of VM services required
in each specific contract.
program concepts. GSA's value service requirements are recognized
by the major professional societies: American Institute of Architects,
Naitonal Society of Professional Engineers, and American Consulting
Engineers Council. 	 The mutually approved concepts for the program are:
a. GSA requirements do not provide for incentive sharing, with A-E
:c CM, of savings achieved during design or construction.
b. GSA considers VM a professional service to be provided by the
construction manager and architect-engineer.
S. 	 Program objectives. 	 In addition to gaining facilities of better
value, GSA recognizes potential benefits in the following areas as a
resu l t of providing VM services during design:
a. Time. 	 To some, application of VM causes a disruption of the
design process. More often than not, however, early application of VM
saves design time by eliminating unnecessary design work, adding to a
sari cation of the design scope, 'reducing false starts, and preventing
the loss of time that occurs when budgets are exceeded. The more urgent
and tight the design schedule becomes, the more these provisions can aid
in achieving the desired schedule.
b. Standardization and simplification. 	 It is the inherent nature
of a designer to create a special design as a solution to a specific
problem. VM ensures that simplification and standardization alternatives
are considered in the quest to reduce cost through the analysis of
redundant functions.
c. Design deficiencies. When contract requirements are in error,
conflict, or are incomplete, they often result in costly changed
conditions to the procurement. VM task team reviews performed by
personnel other than the original designers have uncovered potential
design deficiencies in time to correct them during the design process.
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Solving:  problems. VM is one of the best problem solving
methodologies available to the contracting officer. Problems with per
formance, r- eliability, unforeseen conditions, or quality can be directed
for solution  to a value task team for study.
e. 	 Special studies and programs. Cost benefit, economic analysis,
productivity, work simplification, energy, and environmental studies
can all be enhanced by combining them with VM studies and applying VM
methodology.
6. Contractor training. 	 It is the responsibility of the Architect-
Engineer and Construction Manager to acquire the trained personnel
needed to provide the VM services required by contract. However,
Architect-Engineer or Construction Manager employees are eligible to
participate in VM training courses held for Government employees pro-
vided (1) space is available, and (2) the A-E or. CM has a current
contract with PBS. Such participation is especially encouraged when
the VM studies selected for workshop application are taken from the
A-E's project.
7. Government processing costs. Costs for the review and administration
of A-E and CM participation in VM shall be charged and accounted for in
accordance wit -). the HB, Resource Management System, PBS P 3400.10, figure
6-Z, where 	 third character of the work symbol shall be "N".
8 thru 12. Reserved.
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102. Organization and Control
103. Program Manager
	
101. 	 Cost Models
	
05. 	 Criteria Review
105. Task Team Studies
	
107. 	 System Study
103. Component Study
Bid-Package Studies
111. Review of VSP's
112. Review of VCP's
113. Government Value Reviews
114. VM Executive Seminar
115. VM Workshop
116. Access to Records
117. Government Furnished Material
118. Fee for VM Services
119. 	 Final Report
e. Special VM services. These requirements for A-E's, in conjunc
tion with CM VM service, shall consist of paragraphs only:
Scope
	:31.	 Definitions




111. Review of VSP's
112. Review of VCP's
113. Government Value Reviews
116. Access to Records
117. Government Furnished Material
118. Fee for VM Services
consist
f. 	 CM VM 	 services. 	VSC	 requirements
of:
(1) 	 For 	 level 	 3, 	 paragraphs:
for these 	 services 	 shall
 ,
100. Scope 112. Review of VCP's
tot. Definitions 113. Government Value Reviews
10 2• Organization 	 and Control 115. VM Workshop
104. Cost Models 116. Access to Records
10S. Criteria 	 Review 117. Government Furnished Material
1 05 Task Team Review 118. Fee for VM Services
107. System Study 119. Final 	 Report
t09. Bid-Package 	 Studies
(2) 	 For 	 level 	 4, 	 paragraphs:
100. Scope 112. Review of VCP's
131. Definitions 113. Government Value Reviews
07.. Organization and Control 114. VM Executive Seminar
103. Program Manager 115. VM Workshop
124. Cost Models 116. Access to Records
105. Criteria Review 117. Government Furnished Material
:25. Task Team Studies T18. Fee for VM Services
17)7. System Study 119. Final 	 Report
Bid-Package 	 Studies
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PART 2. SCOPE OF SERVICES
13. Contract clauses. This part illustrates the standard clauses for
services to be selected as shown below and included by reference to
this pert of the VM handbook in the applicable contract. 	 Paragraph
numbers used below refer to those illustrated in figure 2-13 which, when
grouped as specified, formulate a value service clause (VSC) for the
procurement.
a. 	 Level 1 services. VSC requirements for this level shall consist
of paragraphs:
100. Scope 112. Review of VCP's
101. Definitions 113. Government Value Reviews
191. Cost Models 117. Government Furnished Material
111. Review of VSP's 118. Fee for VM Services
O. 	 Level 	 2 	 services. VSC 	 requirements 	 for this 	 level 	 shall 	 consist
paragraphs:
100. Scope 111. Review of VSP's
I -.' Definitions 112. Review of VCP's
m. Organization 	 & 	 Control 113. Government Value Reviews
'' Cost Models 114. VM Executive Seminar
7.:'.,. Criteria 	 Review 116. Access 	 to Records
106. Task 	 Team ,Studies 117. Government Furnished Material
107. System Study 118. Fee for VM Services
103. Component Study 119. Final 	 Report
Level 	 3 services. 	 VSC 	 requirements for 	 this 	 level 	 shall 	 consist
paragraphs:
12']. Scope 111. Review of VSP's
Definitions 112. Review of VCP's
102. Organization 	 and 	 Control 113. Government Value Reviews
104. Cost Models 115. VM Workshop
105. Criteria Review 116. Access to Records
1 7,_6. Task 	 Team Studies 117. Government Furnished Material
107. System Study 118. Fee for VM Services
103. Component Study 119. Final 	 Report
109. Bid-Package Studies
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14. Guidance to contracting officers. Several of the contract para-
graphs require contracting officer decisions to fit local conditions
and the particular project in question. The Central Office Director,
Value Management, is available to provide specific guidance upon request.
The following general guidance regarding each of the contract paragraphs
is as follows:
a. Paragraph 102. 	Design schedules shall include provisions for
performing value services and time to implement expected results. A
tight design schedule and an urgent need for design completion should not
cause requirements to be deleted from the contract. Such situations
intensify the need for increased value services occurring in concert with
design services. Should the value study reveal a warranted change or
recommend a significant cost savings action that would cause slippage in
the design schedule, the contracting officer should give favorable con-
seration to authorizing a time extension, if necessary. The added cost
of construction (caused by inflation) due to design slippage and the cost
of delay in building occupancy should be considered in determining net
cost savings resulting from a value study that requires redesign.
b. Paragraph 104. The cost model provided by GSA Form 3287, Cost
Worth Model, represents the distribution of anticipated in-place systems
costs for a new facility. 	 For repair and alteration projects, costs
37 ,0: be allocated only to the systems effected. At the concept stage
c7: a project, costs should be presented in parametric form as well as on
a gross square foot (GSF) basis. 	 It is preferred that parameter quantities
be developed by the original designers for pricing by estimators.
current cost model is required before commencing a workshop.
c. Paragraph 105. 	It is intended that the design team developing
design concepts perform the criteria review. The designer should be
encouraged to question, study, or recommend changes to Government-imposed
restrictions whether they be performance criteria, scope requirements,
standard prescriptive specifications or special instructions, either
imposed directly by the contracting officer or resulting from informal
contacts with the client or the PBS staff.
d. Paragraph 105.
(1) The objective of the task team study is to perform a design
review to generate suggestions for value improvement of the design. De-
pending on the scope of the design and the time constraints for com-
pleting it, value studies can vary from a one-person effort to team
efforts'. 	 The maximum size for an efficient value team is five persons
supported on a part-time basis by other elements of the design organiza-
tion.
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the workshop schedule is approved, care should be taken to know
what is to be studied and that the information phase of the VM Job Plan
has teen completed. Also, contracting officers should anticipate that
the workshop will produce recommended design changes and should be ready
t: process them accordingly.
h. 	 Paragraph 114.
(1) In negotiating a fee, there may be included the costs
(salaries) of A-E personnel attending executive seminars or workshops,
who will apply the training in performing the design services; the fee
may not include the A-E's costs (salaries) of personnel attending
executive seminars or workshops who will perform the task team studies.
(2) The A-E will be compensated for implementing changes
resulting from value studies when they affect completed and approved
-'sign work to date. The entitlement and the amount of compensation
shall be determined by the contracting officer before the A-E is
authorized to proceed with any changes. 	 Such compensation will be
limited to the additional costs of redesign. Value management changes
intended 	 to bring the project, as designed by the A-E, back within the
budget shall be accomplished by the A-E without additional compensation.
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(2) Task team reviews are to be performed by individuals not
responsible for the original design. 	 This is intended to prevent exten
sive interruption of the design process as well as provide a less prej-
ucicial value review. At least 60 percent of the task team should be
workshop trained. At Level 4 service, all members of the task team
should nave completed an acceptable VM workshop.
2. 	 Paragraph 111.
(1) The A-E has the responsibility to accept or reject all
the proposed changes created by his employees, submitted by the construc
tion manager, or suggested by the Government, unless otherwise directed
by the contracting officer. 	 In so doing, the designer remains fully
responsible for the adequacy of his design and his obligation to meet
or price and schedule requirements of the contract.
(2) Prior to implementing changes that affect completed and
approved design work to date, GSA criteria, or other direction, the
A -E shall have negotiated the fee for the added work and received
contracting. officer approval. A-E's are expected to implement VM
changes at no additional compensation during the design process when
It is feasiole to do so, or - as determined by the contracting officer
to being the project back within the budget.
f. 	 Paragraph 113. Contracting officers should be aware that
they can at any time request internal Government value review of the
design to control cost or to solve a problem. Contracting officers may
also take advantage of these VM services by directing that certain ideas
be studied during the workshop or task team effort.
9. 	 Paragraph 114 and 115.
(1) The location of the seminar or workshop should be in the
city where the project is to be constructed. The contracting officer
may change this requirement to minimize travel expenses.
(2) In Level 4 service, where both an executive seminar and
workshop are required, the executive seminar should be conducted after
completion of the criteria review, concept submittal, and cost model
Preparation. 	 The time should be used partially as a planning session
for future task team studies and selection of study areas for the work-
shop after completion of the submittal of tentative design requirements.
(3) The workshop is 40 hours in length and should be carried
through to completion on a scheduled basis in at least one month's time.
The workshop should involve employees working on the project design,
representation from all of the design consultants, as well as the VM
task team. Effective value management requires use of the best talent,
those who cannot be spared, so as to take advantage of this opportunity.
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A VALUE ENGINEERING STUDY DONE AT
TISHMAN CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION, NY
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C W-101 9/19/96 Building Base - West Elevation
at cylinder - Discrepancy exists
in exterior wall type specified.












Open Stucco finish is included in the
budget numbers. Fox & Fowle
currently shows 18" wide
metal panels due to
apprehension over using stucco
for this application. Fox &
Fowle to research if stucco is
practical at this location.
CW- 102 9/19/96 Construct 43rd Street entrance
at cylinder in segmented, not
curved aluminum panels.
A-31 I Det. LI T.B.D. Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted Entrance panels are segmented,
and	 will	 be	 purchased	 in
Storefront,	 not	 Curtainwall
Contract.
CW-103 9/19/96 Increase height of parapet walls,












Parapet walls will remain as
shown. Raising parapet height
will obscure vision from office
area at setback roofs. Tishman
to price purchase of aluminum
railing attached to parapet from
Curtainwall Contractor.
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CW- 104 9/19/96 Simplify	 recessed	 spandral





Resolved Rejected Recess has been reduced in
latest drawing issue, however
detail will remain. Additional
Note: Tishman will purchase
alternate price for eliminatin g
recess in areas behind
Broadway signage.
CW-105 9/19/96 Specify/	 detail	 alternates	 to
Pilkington	 system	 at	 Main
Entrance.
A-305,Det.A1 ($75,000) Fox&Fowle Open Fox & Fowle to meet with
other storefront manufacturers
to design an entrance that is
compatible with other
manufacturers.
CW- 106 9/19/96 Simplify canopy construction/
details at Main Entrance




Fox & Fowle to design an
alternate canopy system to be
purchased as an alternate
during storefront purchase.
CW-107 9/19/96 Replace curved panels at 42nd







Current design is radial glass
panels. Tishman to purchase
deduct alternate for changing to
segmented glass.
CW-108 9/19/96 Typical	 Louver	 Section	 at
Broadway Curve calls for
Stainless Steel trim attached to
Curtain Wall panel at the floor
above. Substitute #4 Brushed
finish aluminum at this location.
A-309,Det.K14 T.B.D. Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted Drawings to be revised to show
aluminum trim. Additional
Note: As of 9/23/96, Stainless
Steel Trim still shown on
drawings.
CW- I 09 9/19/96 Section	 at	 Shadow	 Box	 -
Supporting	 steel	 should	 he
straight, not curved.
A-306,Det. A 13 T. B.1). Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted Details of construction at that
location will be a performance
criteria only. Contractor to
decide on specific method of
construction.
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CW-110 9/19/96 Plan Detail calls for construction
of shadow box at corner,
consider substituting spandral
glass at this location.
A-310,Det.A10 T.B.D. Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted Shadowbox detail to be
eliminated - corner will be
"sealed up" with drywall from
the inside; Additional Note:.
Detail revised on 9/23/96
drawings.
CW-111 9/19/96 Lower performance paint should




Resolved Accepted To	 be	 incorporated	 into
specifications.
CW - 112 9/19/96 Replace	 cylindrical	 column







Open Column	 enclosures	 to	 be
"squared off" at all interior and
tower locations. Curved
column enclosures will remain
at Base of building. (Tishman
to supply	 price for curved
column	 enclosures).
Additional Note: Many
columns have been "squared-
ofr' on 9/23/96 drawing issue.






Blind pocket must remain as
designed due to tenant
requirements.
CW-1 14 9/19/96 Consider	 changing	 stainless







Tishman to price all aluminum
trim as an alternate in contract.
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CW- 115 9/19/96 Top of Building Behind Signage
- Use conventional metal siding
in lieu of metal panels.
Various ($125,000) Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted
($125,000)
. Area around louvers will be
Curtainwall
and included in Curtainwall
package.  All other areas to be metal pane
l and be bid as an alte
nate in the Curtainwall package. Change
to drawings will not be made
until end of October.
Additional Note: Concern was
raised over box trim detail
application at metal panels.
Fox	 &	 Fowle	 to	 review
alternate trim configuration.
CW-116 9/19/96 Eliminate shadow boxes at all
Type "B-2" curtainwall
locations.
A-301 T.B.D. Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted Shadowbox details may not be
visible at 47th Floor.
Additional Note: Drawings
not yet revised as of 9/23/96.
CW- 117 9/19/96 Replace curved wall panels at
48th floor Mechanical
Penthouse with segmented metal
panel system.
A-114 ($375,000) Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted
($375,000)
See CW-115.
CW-I 18 9/19/96 Replace metal panel facade on
roof penthouse with industrial
metal panel, EIFS, stucco on
block.
A-1 15 ($300,000) Fox&Fowle Resolved Accepted
($300,000)
Sec CW-115.




Open Stair as currently designed is
pre-fabricated sections bolted
together on site, structure to be
reviewed again after 9/23
drawing issue.
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CW-120 9/19/96 Replace metal panel wrapped






being  revised to show  exposed steel
painted	 structural
Simplify detailing.
steel. (welded box beams)
Large cross-bracing
members must remain to hold up  catwalks in.
Mechanical areas. Additional




Durst - 4 Times Square Office Building















8/27/96 Elimination of mid-zone tank and
combine with high-rise roof tanks.




8/27/96 Use of PVC pipe at below grade
switchboard feeders in lieu of
galvanized steel
($70,000) N/A Resolved ($70,000) Use of thin wall PVC is acceptable below
grade as long as it is encased in lightweight
concrete. Additional Note: Durst
requested that the concrete sidewalk be
tagged (with imbedded brass tacks) to
indicate location of underground lines.
E-102 8/27/96 Use of all copper or aluminum for Bus










Bid Package will include Base price for all
coppper. Alternate price will specify use of
aluminum. Final decision pending pricing.
E- 103 8/27/96 Possible combining the 2 electrical
closets on Floors 27 and up into 1






Tishman Resolved ($100,000) Combining 2 closets into one will require
tenants to run longer homeruns on a floor, 
but will eliminate cost of constructing 2nd
closet by Owner. Note: (As of 8/30/96)
This will probably not be a feasible change,
single closet as currently designed, would
not be of sufficient size to combine the 2.
I IVAC
M-101
8/27/96 Combine EF-1 and EF-6 into one
system (Ref Dwg. M-101)
($1,000) Cosentini Open
1
Combination possible in the storage areas,
Cosentini to check if Switchgear Room
requires separate Exhaust.
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M-102 8/27/96 Combine the following into single
systems:
- SF-2 & SF - 1(Ref. Dwg. M - 101)
-SF-5 & SF-9 (Ref. Dwg. M-102)








Cosentini to review and revise
air/water supply to be distributed
via "shortest run" to all tenant areas- services to
be brought to one central location for tenant
tie-in
M-103 8/27/96 Delete West to East duct run on EF-4
and combine with EF-5 into one
system (Ref. Dwg. M-101)
($14,000) Cosentini Open Duct Run to be made smaller, Cosentini to
review condition investigate combining into
 one system.
M- I 04 8/27/96 Eliminate run outs on outside air duct
and EF-12 (Ref. Dwg M-102)
($20,000) Cosentini Resolved ($20,000) Run outs to be eliminated, duct to be
brought to face of wall only. Cosentini to
revise drawings.
M-105 8/27/96 Elimination of unit heaters at cellar
storage areas (Ref. Dwg. M-102)
($20,000) Cosentini Resolved ($20,000) Unit heaters to be eliminated from drawings
at Subcellar, Cellar Storage areas. Only
heaters at Water Service Room to remain.
M-106 8/27/96 Combine (horizontal only) 46x30 and





Open Cosentini, Fox & Fowle to review.
M-107 8/27/96 Eliminate distributed piping valved
outlets and unit heaters at third floor




Unit heaters must remain. Electric unit
heaters to be purchased as alternate in
contract. If tenant space is leased prior to
installation, a deduct will be taken for the
unit heaters.
M - 108 8/27/96 Use outside air riser as smoke exhaust
riser.
($125,000) N/A Resolved ($125,000) These 2 risers cannot be combined due to
operational requirements.
M - 109 8/27/96 Substitute schedule 40 for schedule 80




Deduct alternate to be specified in bid
documents
M-1 10 8/27/96 Delete elevator lobby ductwork 011
Conde Nast floors
($1 8,00►) Cosentini Resolved ($18,000) Ductwork not required, just beam
penetrations. Drawings to be revised.
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M-111 8/27/96 Reduce size of refrigeration plant. ($350,000) Cosentini
Tishman
Resolved ($350,000) 500T machine to be eliminated. Reduce
to 4 - 1000T machines.Additional Note
:revision to be made to Lobby Cooling
System - No cooling will be provided when
the building is unoccupied.
M-112 8/27/96 Eliminate heat exchangers on the high
rise hot water heating systems
($35,000) Cosentini Resolved ($35,000) Roof heat exchangers to be eliminated, three
way bleed valve to be used.
M-1 13 9/17/96 Specification 1115880-15 "Air
Distribution", Section H, Paragraph 2
calls for "All casings and plenums are
lined with 2" of acoustical insulation
with inner aluminum perforated
liner..." Thiinsulation and lining can
he eliminated on all outside air
plenums only.
($22,000) Coscntini Open
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